The following malicious email appearing to be from Northwestern University was received by members of the Northwestern community on or around July 6, 2013. DO NOT click on any links or open any attachments and DO NOT respond to this email or any email you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Northwestern University will never ask for personally identifiable information.

From: Northwestern University
Sent: Saturday, July 06, 2013
Subject: ???IS Help Desk::code 8969405

This email is being sent to you because of violation security breach that was detected by our webmail servers. Click or Copy the below link to a browser and fill the required information's: (Link removed by NUIT, URL contained “Northwestern” but was not a legitimate University site)

Please follow the below to perform maintenance work needed to in increase and update your email account.

Northwestern University 633 Clark Street, Evanston, IL 60208 |